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the rain sounds like fire or animals eating something     
the fire chews through the wood     

the branch falls into the arms of two logs
I hit the ashes and flames shoot up like this morning

when the sun is back pretending it 
has never left and we just didn’t see it through 



Landscapes

photographs from ink, stone and paper
size variable





Skins of things, growing

ink, paper, glass, bamboo
dimensions variable







Crossing the road like a melody

ink, paper, handcrafted local paper, nylon
90 x 60 cm



Crossing the road like a melody

ink, paper, bamboo, nylon
70 x 20 cm



Living things (table)

ink, paper,
bamboo, glass

100 x 120 x 50 cm







In my meditation app thoughts are shown as cars on a highway. The road is 
noisy, jammed and drivers fume, and the mind, a blue happy cloud, is sitting 
in the grass away from the traffic, undisturbed.

The first time I arrived in Hanoi was at Long Bien bus stop. Waiting outside a 
shop by the side of that busy big road I saw an old lady balancing a bamboo 
stick on her shoulders. Plates full of fruit swung by her sides as she walked 
calmly through the stream of motocycles. She reminded me of a calligrapher 
I met at the Art Academy. The lines he showed us to draw were steady from 
beginning to end, always the same width. “keep the strength in”, he said, 
ending the line before the ink ran out.

I’ve always been interested in, fascinated by and drawn to high wire walkers, 
leaves, and any kind of balancing act. I found them here in the traffic of Ha-
noi. How huge volumes are fastened to a motocycle, held by next to nothing, 
balancing on something thin, moving. The unlikeliness of it, the possibilities, 
the lightness.

My project here was called “s’p(l)ace”, to dive into the physical presence of 
objects and this place, and to consider space as both room and a sense of 
time. 

The things I made here are called “Skins of things”, “Living things” and most-
ly part of a series called “Crossing the road like a melody”. When I draw what 
it’s like to cross a road I don’t mean me crossing a road or this road in particu-
lar or even crossing a road in general. I mean the rhythm of it, the sensation 
of being alive in that moment, and part of something moving. 

Many houses here are painted in green, yellow, and blue, and everything can 
be made from bamboo. My works are composed of individual parts which 
can move. They are held by their own weight or the pull of a nylon string. 
The bows you can hold onto in busses are tied to the vehicle’s roof by string 
ties. The structures in my installations, the knots and bamboo, are obvious. 
The paper has been formed by water and, drying, kept a shape. Some have 
changed shapes a few times. Familiar forms in the drawings steem mostly 
from leaves and have become a visual vocabulary. 
Robert Mapplethorpe saw no difference in the beauty of a face, a flower, a 
penis. When I take what I see and draw it’s impression I don’t draw this ex-
actly, I don’t mean the beauty of this flower or pot or tree (I do see it and am 
atrracted by it) but how beautiful it is that this is part of everything. So I make 
more parts that connect to their surrounding.



Living things 
(crossing the road like a melody)

ink, paper, bamboo, nylon
100 x 40 cm





Living things 
(crossing the road like a melody)

ink, paper, bamboo, nylon
90 x 70 cm





Living things 

ink, paper, handcrafted local paper, nylon
47 x 35 cm







Crossing
the

road
like
a

melody

ink on 
japanese

paper
24,2 x 27,3 cm





Like a riverbed
hugging the water

to hold this place, the sun
this new family of friends while flying on

reaching everywhere into the air
like the plant climbing up around the tree

I want to be with everybody


